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Claude Shannon, the Father of the Information
Age, Turns 1100100
BY SIOBHAN ROBERTS
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A hundred years after his birth, Claude Shannon’s
�ngerprints are on every electronic device we own.
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welve years ago, Robert McEliece, a mathematician

and engineer at Caltech, won the Claude E.

Shannon Award, the highest honor in the field of

information theory. During his acceptance lecture, at an

international symposium in Chicago, he discussed the

prize’s namesake, who died in 2001. Someday, McEliece

imagined, many millennia in the future, the hundred-

and-sixty-sixth edition of the Encyclopedia Galactica—a

fictional compendium first conceived by Isaac Asimov—

would contain the following biographical note:

Claude Shannon: Born on the planet Earth

(Sol III) in the year 1916 A.D. Generally

regarded as the father of the information age, he formulated the notion of channel

capacity in 1948 A.D. Within several decades, mathematicians and engineers had

devised practical ways to communicate reliably at data rates within one per cent of the

Shannon limit.

As is sometimes the case with encyclopedias, the crisply worded entry didn’t quite do justice to

its subject’s legacy. That humdrum phrase—“channel capacity”—refers to the maximum rate at

which data can travel through a given medium without losing integrity. The Shannon limit, as it

came to be known, is different for telephone wires than for fibre-optic cables, and, like absolute

zero or the speed of light, it is devilishly hard to reach in the real world. But providing a means

to compute this limit was perhaps the lesser of Shannon’s great breakthroughs. First and

foremost, he introduced the notion that information could be quantified at all. In “A

Mathematical Theory of Communication,” his legendary paper from 1948, Shannon proposed

that data should be measured in bits—discrete values of zero or one. (He gave credit for the

word’s invention to his colleague John Tukey, at what was then Bell Telephone Laboratories,

who coined it as a contraction of the phrase “binary digit.”)

“It would be cheesy to compare him to Einstein,” James Gleick, the author of “The

Information,” told me, before submitting to temptation. “Einstein looms large, and rightly so.

But we’re not living in the relativity age, we’re living in the information age. It’s Shannon whose



fingerprints are on every electronic device we own, every computer screen we gaze into, every
means of digital communication. He’s one of these people who so transform the world that,
after the transformation, the old world is forgotten.” That old world, Gleick said, treated
information as “vague and unimportant,” as something to be relegated to “an information desk
at the library.” The new world, Shannon’s world, exalted information; information was
everywhere. “He created a whole field from scratch, from the brow of Zeus,” David Forney, an
electrical engineer and adjunct professor at M.I.T., said. Almost immediately, the bit became a
sensation: scientists tried to measure birdsong with bits, and human speech, and nerve impulses.
(In 1956, Shannon wrote a disapproving editorial about this phenomenon, called “

.”)

Although Shannon worked largely with analog technology, he also has some claim as the father
of the digital age, whose ancestral ideas date back not only to his 1948 paper but also to his
master’s thesis, published a decade earlier. The thesis melded George Boole’s nineteenth-
century Boolean algebra (based on the variables true and false, denoted by the binary one and
zero) with the relays and switches of electronic circuitry. The computer scientist and sometime
historian Herman Goldstine hyperbolically deemed it “one of the most important master’s
theses ever written,” arguing that “it changed circuit design from an art to a science.” Neil
Sloane, a retired Bell Labs mathematician as well as the co-editor of Shannon’s collected papers
and the founder of the 

, agreed. “Of course, Shannon’s main work was in communication
theory, without which we would still be waiting for telegrams,” Sloane said. But circuit design,
he added, seemed to be Shannon’s great love. “He loved little machines. He loved the tinkering.”

For instance, Shannon built a machine that did arithmetic with Roman numerals, naming
it THROBAC I, for Thrifty Roman-Numeral Backward-Looking Computer. He built a flame-
throwing trumpet and a rocket-powered Frisbee. He built a chess-playing automaton that, after
its opponent moved, made witty remarks. Inspired by the late artificial-intelligence pioneer
Marvin Minsky, he designed what was dubbed the 

: flick the switch to “On” and a box opens
up; out comes a mechanical hand, which flicks the switch back to “Off ” and retreats inside the
box. Shannon’s home, in Winchester, Massachusetts (Entropy House, he called it), was full of
his gizmos, and his garage contained at least thirty idiosyncratic unicycles—one without pedals,
one with a square tire, and a particularly confounding unicycle built for two. Among the
questions he sought to answer was, What’s the smallest unicycle anybody could ride? “He had a
few that were a little too small,” Elwyn Berlekamp, a professor emeritus of mathematics at
Berkeley and a co-author of Shannon’s last paper, told me. Shannon sat on Berlekamp’s thesis
committee at M.I.T., and in return he asked Berlekamp to teach him how to juggle with four
balls. “He claimed his hands were too small, which was true—they were smaller than most
people’s—so he had trouble holding the four balls to start,” Berlekamp said. But Shannon
succeeded in mastering the technique, and he pursued further investigations with his
Jugglometer. “He was hacking reality,” the digital philosopher Amber Case said.

By 1960, however, like the hand of that sly machine, Shannon had retreated. He no longer
participated much in the field that he had created, publishing only rarely. Yet he still tinkered, in
the time he might have spent cultivating the big reputation that scientists of his stature tend to
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seek. In 1973, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers christened the Shannon

Award by bestowing it on the man himself, at the International Symposium on Information

Theory in Ashkelon, Israel. Shannon had a bad case of nerves, but he pulled himself together

and delivered a fine lecture on feedback, then dropped off the scene again. In 1985, at the

International Symposium in Brighton, England, the Shannon Award went to the University of

Southern California’s Solomon Golomb. As the story goes, Golomb began his lecture by

recounting a terrifying nightmare from the night before: he’d dreamed that he was about deliver

his presentation, and who should turn up in the front row but Claude Shannon. And then, there

before Golomb in the flesh, and in the front row, was Shannon. His reappearance (including a

bit of juggling at the banquet) was the talk of the symposium, but he never attended again.

Siobhan Roberts is the author of “Genius at Play: The Curious Mind of John Horton Conway.”

Watch: Nick Bostrom asks, Will we engineer our own extinction?


